
Draft Meeting Notes from the EMA-TC Teleconference
Date: Feb. 19, 2010 
Next Meeting: Mar. 05, 2010

1. Attendance

Agha Ahmed (AA) Alessandro Triglia (AT) Aviv Siegel (AS) Bill Tabor (BT)

Buddy Ackerman (BA) Camille Osterloh (CO) Claire Carpenter (CC) Daniel Ryan (DR)

Dara Ung (DaU) David Box (DB) Dee Schur (DS) Denis Gusty (DG)

Don Beattie (DoB) Donald McGarry* (DMG) Don Uyl (DoU) Doug Allport* (DA)

Elysa Jones* (EJ) Gary Timm* (GT) Hans Jespersen (HJ) Jacob Westfall (JWe)

Jane Harnad (JH) Jeff Waters (JWa) Mark Titus (MT) Mary McRae (MMR)

Melanie Chipman (MCh) Norm Paulsen (NP) Patrick Gannon* (PG) Paul Denning (PD)

Rex Brooks* (RB) Rian Chipman  (RCh) Rob Torchon* (RT) Robin Cover (RC)

Shayne Barr (SB) Sukumar Dwarkanath (SD) Thomas Ferrentino* (TF) Thomas Merkle (TM)

Tim Grapes (TG) William Flannigan Jr. (WF) Werner Joerg* (WJ) William Kalin (WK)

• indicates voting member

Quorum – achieved

2. Review of Agenda: TF adds CMU meeting report to New Business.

3. Review of Feb. 05, 2010 Minutes – 3 corrections: i) Attendance table: Camille Osterloh added 
and Guest line removed; ii) 2 typos fixed.
RT moves to approve minutes as amended,  GT seconds – approved.

4. Current Business
• Interop recordings at 2009 NIEM Training Event – Update: WJ has received 9 DVDs from 

JH, will duplicate them and send out to the members of the adhoc team that we assembled 
last time (TF, HJ, PG, WJ). Once everyone has had a chance to review them we'll convene a 
special session to decide next steps.

• NCOIC outreach funding – PG: Member Section approved up to $1000 for reimbursement 
towards RB's travel expenses.

• TCIP data collection – WJ: Wiki page set up to collect attendees comments, impressions and 
suggestions. <http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt/2010%20TCIP%20Expo%20-%20feedback>

Still looking for a list of TCIP participants to launch broader request for comments. TF is 
working on it.

• Wiki update <http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt> – WJ added link for “Approved 
Events”  page  on  front  page.  Active  participation  is  growing  slowly:  TF  added  info  re 
WCDM.

• Product Database update – no update since our request went to OASIS Staff. PG suggests 
that we invite Carol Geyer and a representative from the OASIS IT to attend the next C&D 
telecon for status review – RB to take action.

• EAS Summit – DMG still exploring options for contributing – looks positive so far. TF 

http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt/2010%20TCIP%20Expo%20-%20feedback
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/emergency-adopt


suggests that a presentation like Capt. Gikas' in Baltimore about Interoperability Standards, 
would be more helpful for first responders, rather than pure tech talk. Yo Gikas has agreed 
to  modify  his  presentation  so  that  we  can  use  it  for  outreach.  DMG:  this  presentation 
addresses only one particular segment of first responders – will need to be adapted for other 
first responder audiences. Could serve as introduction to Interop Demos. 

5. Subgroup reports
• Collateral  & Documents   –  RB: had an informal  meeting.  Nothing particular  to  report  - 

looking for better participation to continue work on our ppt presentation and template, based 
on DA's submission.

• Events & Demos   – TF: dedicated most of the time to WCDM, coordinating with Canadian 
members DA, NP. CAP-CP may be a bit behind what we are doing, so it may turn out to be 
mostly a CDN show. Solace has offered to provide a CAP-CP – IPAWS translator and act as 
aggregator. Plans about vendor participation and possible scenario to demonstrate broadcast 
of IPAWS, CAP or CAP-CP messages across the border, will be discussed next week. EJ: 
plannning  to  attend,  but  Interop  participation  dependent  on  other  participants.  TF:  the 
IPAWS program will  likely be present.  EJ:  they are an OASIS member,  so it  would be 
appropriate for them to be in the booth. Mark Lucero is their primary contact to the EM TC 
– TF: he's the (new) program manager for the CAP piece of IPAWS.

• Outreach & Education   – PG: main focus on RB's outreach to NCOIC and discussed an 
outline of goals and purpose that can be used for future similar actions. This outline will 
serve as basis for a report as required for EIC funded O&E actions.

6. New Business
• About RB's meeting with CMU: the notion of putting together a testbed that is open 24/7 

year round for developers to test against and test interoperability, will hopefully turn into a 
project  for the CMU/Silicon Valley Disaster  Management  Initiative.  Their  Campus is  at 
NASA Ames in Moffett Field, CA – it is a small satellite campus in a building that is being 
remodeled with state of the art communications equipment, meeting rooms with excellent 
electronic facilities for multiple projection, testing and demonstrations. There are a number 
of  different  facilities  at  this  site.  It  is  a  place  where  we could bring  a  lot  of  resources 
together  and  working  with  resources  from Spawar  we'd  have  two servers  CA -  one  in 
northern and one in southern CA - that are always on and ready to test. We were shown also 
the XSI(?) control system, an enhanced table top that allows to inject alert messages into the 
system and have the participants respond as if real – yet another way of testing on a regular 
basis.  Such facilities  that  are  continuously available  work for the benefit  of  developers, 
testing programs (NIMS STEP), research facilities (FFRDCs) and the academic community, 
unlike Interop demos that work for the benefit of vendors and their clients. There is broad 
agreement over the need of such facilities – next hurdle: funding.
DMG and JWa, pulling from their respective sources, are already working on getting this up 
and looking to find other participants. TF: will this be for public access? DMG: yes.
RB about funding: a little bit of funding at CMU and working on more proposals. If we get 
it going it is pretty clear that it will happen whether the agencies fund it or not. RB's main 
concern  is  getting  the  right  mix  of  people  involved,  including  first  responders 
representatives such as TF.

• About RB's comment at EM IF SC: “We need to do a better job at educating”. RB states that 



this  comment  arose  from  his  experience  dealing  with  people  that  are  not  part  of  our 
community. The more he reaches out to them, the more he realizes how little understanding 
there is about what we do, how we do it, and what it's good for – that's also the case in the 
frontline  local  public  safety agencies.   The  problem:  the funding  for  education and the 
funding intended for the various agencies to speak to one another, except through official 
stove pipe channels, is not there. They don't have a lot of money but they have some coming 
that they are supposed to spend on some of these things, and if they can't spend it, we can 
find a way to help them spend it.
GT: one reason to wanting the NIEM video(s) up, was to direct their EM people to go look 
at it as a resource and see what's possible: standing in the Interop demo room and seeing the 
emergency managers walk in, you whisper in their ear that it takes just one CAP alert to 
make all these flashing lights and horns and lamps light up, and their eybrows raise. A video 
can not quite replicate that moment but it's still a resource that with proper guidance can get 
close. EAS is also trying to incorporate emergency alerting training into NIMS training. The 
main point is that the emergency managers are in the middle of an incident and they are not 
using the resources available because they are not aware of them or they're not part of their 
emergency response plan – NIMS would make it part of that plan. TF: good idea to combine 
the two. GT: at least NIMS training can make them aware of the resources – FEMA may not 
be able to force them into using them, but if it can be demonstrated how it may help them, 
that's half the battle.
WJ: we should take RB's comment very personal - “we”, the EMA-TC, need to do a better 
job. The question is “do we have the structure” to do it; if so, how can we improve; if not, 
what do we need to change?
RB:  what  we  have  right  now  is  a  good  start,  but  we  need  to  go  out  and  get  more 
participants. RB has a lot of material (and contacts) to draw on, but no effective means (e.g. 
a site) to make it accessible and promote it. Our membership right now consists mostly of 
vendors, Federal agencies and programs; we need to get educational institutions involved, 
who  through  postdoc  work  and  fellowships  work  with  us  to  put  together  the  kind  of 
resources that we don't have. We need to have a flow of people who are educated in the 
system and who can continue the adoption work. TF observes that there are a number of 
first  responders that  could help out from their  angle.  DMG counters that  some of these 
people are already over committed and do their standards work because they believe in it – 
if we want people to use these standards, we must make it easy for the developers to find 
resources. Getting the NIEM video up would be a good first step. Overall, CAP is in fairly 
good shape from that perspective – much more work needs to be done on, say the DE.
RT  proposes  something  similar  to  the  product  database  –  RB:  “resource  information 
database”. We may have to reach out to frontline responder agencies – they are not likely to 
join OASIS, so it's up to us to get in touch with them, knowing that they are very busy.
WJ: “resource info DB” is an appealing idea that cuts across all SCs and may have to be 
treated as a TC project. Trying to formulate a motion turns out to be more difficult than 
expected – we agree that we are not yet ready. To be followed up. Out of time.

PG moves to adjourn, RB seconds - Adjourned 13:05 EST

Redacted and submitted by

Werner Joerg, co-Chair
OASIS EMA-TC 100219/wbj


